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Abstract—Communication networks, in particular the Inter-
net, face a wide spectrum of challenges that can disrupt our daily
lives. We define challenges as adverse events triggering faults
that eventually result in service failures. Understanding these
challenges accordingly is essential for the improvement of the
current networks and for designing Future Internet architectures.
In this paper, we present a taxonomy of network challenges based
on past and potential events. Moreover, we describe how the
challenges correlate with our taxonomy. We believe that such
a taxonomy is valuable for evaluating design choices as well as
establishing a common terminology among researchers.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Society relies on communication networks extensively.

However, communication networks in general, and the Inter-

net in particular, are susceptible to a variety of challenges.

Network service failures disrupt daily lives and cost financial

damages. Moreover, network disruptions have the potential to

result in human losses. It is therefore essential to build net-

works that are resilient against a wide spectrum of challenges.

A challenge is a characteristic or condition that may

manifest as an adverse event or condition that impacts the

normal operation [1]. A challenge triggers faults, which are

the hypothesized cause of errors. Eventually, a fault may

manifest itself as an error. If the error propagates it may cause

network services to fail [2]. In the context of communica-

tion networks, these challenges include the following: human

errors, malicious attacks, large-scale disasters, environmental

challenges, unusual but legitimate traffic, failure of dependent

infrastructures, and socio-political and economical events.

Establishing a correct threat model is essential for the

cost efficient and resilient system design. Therefore, better

understanding of the challenges and possible impacts on the

networks and services is essential for improving existing

networks and designing the Future Internet. Categorising com-

munication network challenges can help us understand the

impact of disruptions, improve existing network resilience,

as well as aid in designing the Future Internet architectures

and protocols. A taxonomy of challenges and their correlation

can help assess resilient designs and mechanisms. While

the IFIP 10.4 working group fault taxonomy has focused

on computer systems [3], we further expand this taxonomy

and systematically develop our taxonomy with an emphasis

on challenges in network systems. Moreover, establishing a

common terminology assists cooperation among researchers.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: We present

the ResiliNets strategy in Section II. Past known challenges

and potential challenges are summarised in Section III. Char-

acteristics and taxonomy of network challenges are presented

in Section IV. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section V.

II. RESILIENCE STRATEGY

The ResiliNets architectural framework [1], [4] provides a

strategy and set of principles to alleviate the impact of chal-

lenges. The challenge tolerance of networks can be increased

via the ResiliNets strategy [1], [4], formalised as D2R2+DR.

Real-time D2R2 mechanisms include defence, detection, re-

mediation, and recovery. Long-term DR mechanisms include

diagnosis and refinement.

The first step for preserving the resilience of a network

involves defensive measures. Defence mechanisms can be

passive or active. Passive defence primarily involves struc-

tural improvement of the network. Two such mechanisms are

placing redundant components within the network in order to

achieve fault-tolerance and increasing the diversity of the net-

work to mask correlated failures for survivability. An example

of an active defence includes firewalls that filter anomalous

traffic. Next, detection is required to discover if the defensive

measures have been penetrated. After detection of abnormal

conditions, the effects of the adverse event or condition should

be remediated, and once the system is remediated the system

provides the best possible level of service constrained by avail-

able resources. Recovery involves bringing the operations to

the original and normal state including redeploying destroyed

infrastructure. The long-term DR loop involves diagnosis as a

first step. Diagnosis involves localisation of faults. Once the

faults are identified by root-cause analysis, the system can be

refined to improve future defence, detection, remediation, and

recovery (D2R2) in the future for a given challenge.
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III. PAST AND POTENTIAL CHALLENGES

In this section we summarise a wide spectrum of challenges

and their impacts and group them into major categories for

convenient description. We italicise the challenge categories

that will be covered in Section IV. The list of selected major

challenges include:

Large-scale disasters: Communication networks have be-

come dysfunctional due to large-scale natural disasters. The

2006 Taiwan earthquake [5], the 2008 Wenchuan earth-

quake [6], and the 2011 Japan earthquake [7] caused ma-

jor disruptions to hardware and links in the earthquake-hit

regions [7], [8]. Hurricanes caused significant disruptions to

communication networks as well [8]–[11]. Natural disasters

are not only caused by terrestrial and meteorological events,

but also they can be caused by cosmological events such as

geomagnetic storms [12], [13].

Human-made disasters can be the result of simply ignoring

an early warning in a system’s operation or can be the result of

a malicious act such as terrorism. Target, objective, and intent
of the human actions can also vary. A pandemic is a spread of

disease that can impact large populations globally. In the case

of biological warfare, it originates with a malicious objective
and deliberate intent. The potential impact of a long-lived
influenza pandemic on telecommunications and information

technology could be catastrophic [14].

Socio-political and economic challenges: Social, political,

and economic challenges caused by deliberate human actions

can threaten resilient communication [15]. Canonical examples

include collateral damage to communication networks due to

terrorism [16], nationwide Internet outage due to political
decisions [17], and peering disputes to gain economical ad-

vantage in markets [18].

Dependent failures: Critical infrastructures, such as the In-

ternet and the power grid, increasingly rely on each other [19].

During the Northeast US blackout of 2003, the average outage

duration for large network service providers ranged from 12

to 33 hours [20]. The impact of the blackouts are regional,
rather than global in scope [20], [21].

Dependent failures within an infrastructure can result in

cascading failure. Consider the BGP (Border Gateway Proto-

col) prefix hijacking that occurs when an AS announces an IP

address prefix (i.e. destination) that it does not belong to itself.

If the upstream provider does not filter the bad routes, incorrect

prefixes poison the BGP global routing table, resulting in a

cascading failure. When a prefix is hijacked, it can cause a

blackhole effect in which packets don’t reach the destination,

resulting in a denial of service attack. Between 1997 and 2009,

there were 15 high-profile prefix hijacking events according

to a study compiled from NANOG (North American Network

Operators’ Group) mailing list archives [22].

Human errors: Non-malicious human action such as mis-

configuration errors is a challenge to networks. Misconfigu-

ration of BGP and DNS result in large-scale network disrup-

tions [23], [24]. According to a 21-day study, BGP misconfig-

uration errors are short-lived (less than a day) and 0.2–1.0% of

BGP table entries are affected by the misconfigurations [24].

In addition to the failures in the Global Internet, 50% of the

outages in PSTN (public switch telephony network) are due

to human errors [25]. Moreover, incompetence of operational

personnel or designers can result in catastrophic failures. For

example, although the Hinsdale central office fire was not

human initiated, the fact that the operator initially ignored the

alarm resulted in the late arrival of the firefighters, which in

turn resulted in severe fire damage [26], [27]. From a security

point of view, most threats come from humans [28]; however,

designing the systems to tolerate human errors is difficult [29],

and requires redundancy, diversity, and heterogeneity [30].

Malicious attacks: Deliberate attempts to disrupt service,

such as targeted hardware and software attacks, are challenges

to networks. Furthermore, damage may be worse if the attack

targets protocols, since the impact can be global. Malware such

as Morris, Code Red, Nimda, Blaster, and Slammer have been

the source of the significant Internet disruptions [31].

Unusual but legitimate traffic: Flash crowds are events

that are sudden and are due to simultaneous access request of

multiple clients to a target. On the day of the 9/11 terrorist

attacks on 11 September 2001, major news websites became

unresponsive after the second plane crash into the WTC

(World Trade Center) [16]. The demand for the CNN.com
website increased by an order of magnitude on 9/11 [32].

Environmental challenges: Challenges that are inherent to

the communication environment. Examples include mobility

of nodes in an ad-hoc network, weakly connected channels,

and unpredictably long delays in the wireless domain [33].

IV. CHALLENGE MODELS

In this section, we provide the challenge models. First, we

review the challenge → fault → error → failure chain and

its relationship with the ResiliNets strategy. Next, we discuss

the spatial and temporal impact of challenges. Based on the

challenges we identify, we provide a taxonomy of challenges.

Finally, we provide a matrix representing how these challenges

are correlated with our taxonomy.

A. Challenge → Fault → Error → Failure Chain

A challenge is an event that impacts normal operation of

the network [4]. A challenge triggers faults, which are the

hypothesised cause of errors. Eventually, a fault may manifest

itself as an error. If the error propagates it may cause the

delivered services to fail [2]. The fault → error → failure

chain relationship has been extensively studied by the IFIP

10.4 working group [2], [34]. We note that while the IFIP 10.4

taxonomy focused on faults in computer systems, our focus

in this paper is taxonomy of challenges in communication

networks. Challenges to the normal operation of networks

include unintentional misconfiguration or operational mis-

takes, malicious attacks, large-scale disasters, environmental,

and deliberate human actions driven by social, political, and

economic agendas [4], [33], [35]–[39]. The challenge, fault,

error, failure chain relationship and along with the ResiliNets

strategy (cf. Section II) is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Challenge → fault → error → failure chain

Challenges have primary impact on the defence and de-

tection aspects of the ResiliNets D2R2+DR strategy. We

can defend against challenges passively by building diverse

structural components and technologies, as well as using

redundant components [30]. Furthermore, we can strengthen

networks by installing active defence mechanisms such as

firewalls. However, building a 100% resilient system is not

practical due to cost constraints. For example, while a full

mesh interconnection provides maximum robustness to link

failures, it is prohibitively expensive to deploy. As a result,

defences may be penetrated and challenges activate dormant

faults in the system. We note that system operation can

also activate the faults; for example, a particular input pat-

tern can activate faulty software code [2]. Some challenges

can be detected by using in-network mechanisms, such as

signature-based detection against known attacks or behaviour-

based detection against flash crowds. Out-of-network detection

includes mechanisms that are outside the boundary of the

network system. For example, weather storm tracking or an

early warning system against an EMP (electro magnetic pulse)

weapon can be used as an input to a predictive algorithm to

utilise alternative paths [40]. On the other hand, it is very

difficult to detect some challenges, such as operator mistakes,

before they result in failure.

Faults are hypothesised causes of errors [2], and once

activated, result in errors that can be detected using the

network management and monitoring systems. Moreover, we

can defend against errors by redundant components and cross-

layer techniques. An example is having FEC (forward error

correction) at the link layer to protect against wireless chal-

lenges. By using a cross-layer mechanism, the transport layer

can request retransmission of original data if it cannot recover

the corrupted data. Thus, we can defend against errors before

they are passed to the operational state.

B. Spatial and Temporal Impact of Challenges
It is important to understand the spatial and temporal char-

acteristics of challenges in order to model them realistically.

For survivable operation against threats, a certain geographic

distance between data centers is proposed [41]. For example, a

minimum of 32 miles and a maximum of 151 miles have been

designated in data center topologies for site separation against

several threats [41]. We provide order-of-magnitude temporal

and spatial characteristics of some challenges in Table I.

TABLE I
SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NETWORK CHALLENGES

Challenge Examples Spatial Region Temporal Duration
challenge impact challenge impact

earthquake 100s km2 100s km2 seconds days +

fire 100s m2 10s km2 hours days

hurricane 100s km2 100s km2 hours days +

solar storm 1000s km2 1000s km2 minutes days +
misconfiguration node global seconds minutes
malicious attack node global hours hours

terrorism 100s m2 global hours hours +
policy related N/A regional + N/A years
depeering N/A global seconds days
pandemic global global days months

power blackout 100s km2 regional minutes hours

For example, the geographic scope of a devastating earthquake

can be on the order of 100 km2 and its impact region on

networks might be the same. On the other hand, a fire’s

geographic scope in a key network node might be on the order

of 100s m2; however, the impact to the communication net-

works can be larger. The duration of an earthquake can be on
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the order of seconds whereas recovery of the communication

networks can take days. Another example is a policy decision

taken by a governing body in which the spatial region and

temporal duration of the challenge might not be accurately

known. While the impact of a challenge may be only on a

nation or a service that impacts users globally, it might take

years to revise a policy.

C. Challenge Taxonomy

Network challenges can be categorised based on the phe-

nomenological cause, system boundary, target, objective, in-

tent, capability, dimension, domain, scope, significance, per-

sistence, and repetition they impose on the communication

networks as shown in Figure 2. Our challenge taxonomy

is based on the IFIP 10.4 working group studies on fault
taxonomy [2]. We note that, while the taxonomy developed

by the IFIP 10.4 working group has focused on computer
systems, we expand and cover the challenge taxonomy with

an emphasis on network systems. In accordance, we keep the

system boundaries, objective, intent, and capability classes

the same as the IFIP 10.4 fault taxonomy [2], [3], [34]. We

remove the phase of occurrence class since it is applicable

to faults only (as opposed to a challenge to the existing

network). We add target, domain, scope, significance, and

repetition classes to our challenge taxonomy. We modify

the phenomenological cause class to include a dependency

subclass, add a protocols subclass to dimension, and modify

persistence to cover challenges that might be long-lived and

short-lived. The permanent subclass is eliminated for challenge

scenarios. Next, we elaborate on each of these classes.

Phenomenological cause: The cause of a challenge can

be further classified based on natural causes, human-made
causes, and interdependencies between the infrastructures.

Natural phenomena can occur terrestrially (e.g. earthquake,

fire), meteorologically (e.g. hurricane, ice storms), or be

caused by cosmological events (e.g. solar storm, space debris).

Human-made challenges can be due to decisions driven by so-
cial, political, and economic causes, as well as causes related

to terrorism. Examples of such events include recreational

crackers, government decisions to block Internet access to

nations, and depeering for some financial gain or to increase

market share. Finally, phenomenological causes can be due to

dependencies within or between the different infrastructures.

A failure within the system, at a lower level can impact

the services provided at the higher levels since the services

at the higher levels are dependent on the services of lower

levels. For example, end-to-end transport is dependent on the

lower level hop-by-hop links. Propagation of incorrect BGP

announcements is an example of a cascading failure across

the same level within a system. Finally, a power blackout can

impact the communication network due to interdependencies
between the power grid and the Internet infrastructures.

System boundary: The system of interest in which it inter-

acts with its environment can be a single system or a system of

systems. For example, while a single AS (autonomous system)

can be considered as a single system, the Global Internet,

which is a collection of ASes, can be considered as system of

systems. The challenges can be internal as in the case of BGP

cascading failures, and external to the system in the case of

natural disasters. Moreover, defensive mechanisms developed

for external threats falls short for threats coming from inside

a system.

Target: The challenges can be directly targetted to commu-

nication infrastructure (e.g. malicious worm) or the network

can suffer collateral damage as a result of a challenge, such

as a terrorist activity not directly targetting the network as in

the US 9/11 and UK 7/7 attacks.

Objective: The objective of a challenge can be non-
malicious such as misconfigurations or malicious such as

attacks. Furthermore, a selfish node or AS can limit network

resources in its own interest without a malicious objective.

Intent: The intent of the actions taken by humans can be

non-deliberate such as misconfiguration errors or deliberate
such as attacks.

Capability: The challenges caused by humans can be

accidental or due to incompetence. We note that while incom-

petence refers to lack of professional competence, accidents

generally occur as a result of an inadvertent action by humans.

For example, BGP prefix hijackings have occurred due to

misconfigurations and incompetence of the operator. In the

case of the 2003 blackout in the US, one of the causes of the

blackout was contact of the power lines with overgrown trees.

If the power lines had been laid underground, the catastrophic

event could have been prevented.

Dimension: Challenges can affect the hardware, software,

protocols, or the traffic within a network. For example,

random hardware failures fall under the hardware sub-class

of the dimension class, software bugs fall under the software

sub-class of the dimension class, and attacks exploiting a

vulnerability in a protocol fall under the protocol sub-class of

the dimension class. Furthermore, legitimate traffic can impact

the services being offered by the network such as the case

of flash crowds. We note that DDoS attacks also impact the

legitimate user traffic.

Domain: Challenges vary depending on the domain in

which communication network operates. Medium, mobility,

delay, and energy constraints impose different mechanisms

to be considered when dealing with challenges. The medium

in which nodes communicate can be using wired or wireless
links. The nodes can be at fixed locations or mobile in

which topology control mechanisms are fundamentally differ-

ent. Delay characteristics in which the networks operate also

vary: in a terrestrial network a low delay, in interplanetary

communication a predictable high delay, and in the case of

sensor networks for habitat monitoring unpredictably high
delay occurs. Moreover, energy resources are different for

networks operating in different domains: while a desktop

computer that is connected to power grid has unlimited energy,

a laptop with a rechargeable battery face different challenges

than an energy-constraint sensor node in a hostile area in

which it might not be feasible to replace its battery.
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Fig. 2. Taxonomy of network challenges
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Scope: The scope of a challenge can impact the nodes
within a network, the links within a network, and some parts

or the entire geographic area of the network. Geographic

scope in which a challenge might impact the network can be

local, regional, or global. Moreover, the geographic scope of

regional challenges can be fixed (e.g. earthquake) or evolving
(e.g. Hurricane Irene).

Significance: A challenge’s significance can be minor,

major, or catastrophic. In the case of the PSTN, the number

of lost customer minutes provides a good measure of the sig-

nificance of an event. Large-scale disasters such as Hurricane

Katrina and the Fukushima Earthquake that caused human and

financial losses was catastrophic in significance. Depeering

of ISPs in which some customers cannot reach each other

is a challenge with major significance, whereas a jammer

preventing communication between two individuals may be

a challenge with minor significance.

Persistence: Persistence captures the continuation property

of a challenge. The persistent challenges such as BGP mis-

configurations can be short-lived or long-lived. The majority

of BGP misconfigurations are considered short-lived, meaning

that minutes after discovery of the mistake, remediation takes

place. An example of a long-lived challenge would be a

pandemic that affects communication services for months. A

challenge can be transient such as a lightning strike taking

down power equipment.

Repetition: Challenges can occur in single instances or

multiple instances. While natural disasters are single instance

events, malicious attacks might be repetitious. Furthermore, a

repeated instance of a challenge that adapts to failures can

cause worse harm.

D. Challenge Matrix

In the previous section, we categorise challenges to the

network. In this section, we return to the major challenge

groupings introduced in Section III and demonstrate the va-

lidity of our taxonomy. The challenges can be broadly listed

as follows: large-scale disasters, socio-political and econom-

ical challenges, dependent failures, human errors, malicious

attacks, unusual traffic, and environmental challenges

We note that, these coarse groupings of challenges overlap

with each other partially. For example, a DDoS attack can be

categorised under malicious attack as well as under the unusual

traffic category. Next, we correlate the challenge taxonomy

with the challenge grouping as shown in Table II. In this case,

we list the challenge categories from our taxonomy in Figure 2

in the first three columns and the major challenge groupings in

the last seven columns. We mark a given (category, grouping)

cell with an × if that particular challenge group may occur

within that challenge category. Furthermore, not all the binary

combinations are possible. For example, a malicious attack

is caused by humans, but not by natural phenomena. Such

a cross-correlation matrix can be beneficial for correct threat

modelling. Next, for each major challenge listed above, we

describe its relation to our challenge taxonomy. Note that a

summary of challenges are presented in Section III; however,

only a select few examples are presented for clarification in

this section.

Large-scale disasters can be caused by natural phenom-

ena, human actions, and dependencies among infrastructures.

Target, objective, intent, capability, dimension, domain, and

persistence aspects of the challenge categories can take any

value. On the other hand, the scope of large-scale disasters

are not local and large-scale disasters are non-repetitive catas-

trophic events that cause human and financial losses.

Socio-political and economical events are caused by hu-

mans challenging communication networks. In the case of

nationwide Internet outages these occurred within the nation,

thus the system boundary was internal (e.g. Iran blocking its

own traffic [42]), whereas DDoS attacks against Estonia due to

a political decision was launched from outside of Estonia [43].

While the target and objective category of these challenges

can take any value, the socio-political and economical events

fall into deliberate intent and incompetence capability of our

challenge category. Such social, political, and economic events

impact the protocol and traffic dimensions across the wired

and wireless domains of challenge categories. In the case of a

nationwide Internet outage, the impact of the challenge scope

is regional, whereas a policy decision can have global impact

on networks with a major or catastrophic significance. During

the Arab spring, Syria’s network prefixes were withdrawn from

the global routing table multiple times (3 June 2011 [44],

[45], 19 July 2012 [46], 18 August 2012 [47], 29 November

2012 [48]–[51]). Furthermore, in the case of political unrest in

Egypt, social networks were initially blocked on 25 January

2011 [52] along with suspension of the mobile telephony

service in certain areas [53]. This was followed by the

withdrawal of most network prefixes from the global routing

table on 27 January 2011, except the prefixes that belong

to financial institutions [54], [55]. Eventually, all network

prefixes in Egypt were withdrawn on 31 January 2011 [55]–

[57], showing an adaptive challenge. After more than a week,

network services in Egypt returned to normal on 2 February

2011 [58].

Dependent failures occur as a result of the failure of one

system that provides service to another one. For example,

critical infrastructures such as the power grid and the Internet

are becoming more dependent on each other. If the power fails,

communication networks can halt as a collateral result. The

power grid increasingly requires the Internet to transport its

SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) [59]. On

the other hand, a service failure at a lower level is a direct chal-

lenge against higher layers. BGP cascading failures are also a

direct target against communication networks. The capability

of dependent failures are due to accident or incompetence.

They impact the hardware, software, and protocol dimensions

of the network system across the wired and wireless domains.

While the dependent failure’s scope can impact nodes, links,

and areas, the significance of this challenge can be major or

catastrophic. Dependent failures are persistent and repetitious,

but not adaptive.
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TABLE II
CORRELATION OF NETWORK CHALLENGES

Challenge Large-scale Socio-political & Dependent Human Malicious Unusual Environ.
categories disasters econo. challenges failures errors attacks traffic challenges

natural
terrestrial ×

cosmological × ×
meteorological × ×

cause
human-made

social × × × × × ×
political × × × × ×

business & × × × × ×
economical
terrorism × × × × ×

dependency

interdependent × ×
infrastructure
lower-level × ×

failure
cascading × ×

failure

boundary
internal × × × × × ×
external × × × × ×

target
direct × × × × × × ×
collateral × × × ×

objective
non-malicious × × × × × ×
selfish × × ×
malicious × × ×

intent
non-deliberate × × × × ×
deliberate × × × ×

capability
accidental × × × × ×
incompetence × × × × × × ×

dimension

hardware × × × ×
software × × × ×
protocols × × × × × ×
traffic × × × × ×

domain

medium
wired × × × × × ×

wireless × × × × × × ×
mobility

fixed × × × × × × ×
mobile × × × × × × ×

delay
low × × × × × × ×
high × × × × × ×

unpredictable × × × ×

energy
grid × × × × × × ×

replaceable × × × × × × ×
constrained × × ×

scope

nodes × × × × ×
links × × × × × ×

area
local × × × ×

regional × × × × × ×
global × × × ×

significance
minor × × × ×
major × × × × × ×
catastrophic × × × × ×

persistence
persistence

short-lived × × × × × ×
long-lived × × × × ×

transient × ×

repetition
single × × × × × ×
multiple × × × ×
adaptive × ×

Human errors can directly impact the networks or can

cause collateral damage. These are non-malicious activities

and occur as a result of non-deliberate or deliberate intent.

Operational mistakes occur accidentally or due to incompe-

tence. The dimension, domain, scope, and significance of these

challenges vary. Operational mistakes are generally short-lived

or transient. There can be a single occurrence or multiple

repetitive occurrences.

Malicious attacks are caused by humans directly targetting

networks with a malicious objective and deliberate intent. For

example, a bot can exploit the vulnerabilities if the host is

not properly secured, and this lack of secure perimeter can be

accidental or due to incompetence. Dimension, domain, scope,

and significance properties can take any value. Malicious

attacks can be short-lived or long-lived. Moreover, they can

be single, multiple, and adaptive. We note that the system

boundary for attacks can be internal and external in which

most attacks come from insiders [60]. On the other hand, a

non-malicious user writing her password on a sticky note and

attaching it next to her computer monitor is a human error
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with incompetence capability in which an insider or outsider

can exploit this to attack the network [61].

Unusual traffic, such as flash crowds, is caused by humans.

These events target networks directly with a non-malicious

or selfish objective. The intention of users who want to

access information is deliberate; however, their intent is not to

consume all of the network resources. Therefore, this is a non-

deliberate event. In the case of a flash crowd event, network

is overwhelmed with requests by users who does not cease

trying to access the network resources. If the users understand

the situation in a flash crowd and back off, then the resources

may be available over a time period; however, the network

resources may still not be available at the instant users request.

Therefore, we designate this case as incompetence, since users

do not know how the network operates and continue trying

to access network resources. The impact is on the traffic

dimension of the challenge categories. Unusual traffic impacts

network resources on nodes and links. This kind of challenge

has minor and major significance, since the network might be

operational; however, network services can be limited.

Environmental challenges are inherent in the wireless

communication medium, such as rain storms and CMEs (coro-

nal mass ejections), therefore the cause can be natural with a

non-malicious objective and non-deliberate intent. Moreover,

connectivity on a wireless link can be disrupted by a malicious

jammer driven by socio-political and economical reasons.

As explained in malicious attacks, capability can be due to

accidental or incompetence. Their impact is on the traffic

and protocol dimension of the challenges. They only impact

the wireless medium, impacting links, and have a local and

regional area scope; however, in the case of interplanetary

communication, the scope of disruption is larger. Environmen-

tal challenges have minor or major significance with long-lived

and non-repetitious characteristics.

E. Correlation of Challenges

We describe with examples of how the challenges correlate

with our taxonomy in Table II. By considering the dimen-

sion, scope, significance, and persistence challenge categories,

large-scale disasters and malicious attacks can cause the worst

harm to networks. Their impact can be global in scope,

and they can be long-lived, resulting in catastrophic service

failures. Moreover, an attack that adapts to defensive measures

can be even more harmful. Environmental challenges, such as

delay, mobility, and connectivity are only applicable to the

wireless domain, and these challenges should be considered

during the design phase. In other words, wired networks can

be strengthened using redundancy and diversity; however, the

same is more difficult for wireless networks. The capability

category is primarily applicable to human errors and not

applicable for most of the challenge examples. Incompetence

and accidental challenges can be avoided by proper training of

the operations personnel. Among the social, political, and eco-

nomical challenges, nationwide Internet outages are the worst,

since a country can be disconnected from the Global Internet.

As presented, there exists a wide spectrum of challenges, and

we cannot avoid them; however, with careful planning, the

consequences can be alleviated.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Networks face a variety of challenges that disrupt normal

operation and understanding these challenges is necessary for

developing correct threat models to design resilient networks

that are cost-efficient. Based on past and potential challenges

that are summarised, we present a taxonomy of challenges

that can be beneficial to evaluate network design choices.

Furthermore, we describe how these challenges correlate with

our taxonomy.

We strive to have a complete and comprehensive taxonomy;

however, it will require refinement as new challenges arise. We

expect that such a taxonomy will be beneficial for network

designers and foster cooperation among researchers.
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